Beall Concert Hall Sunday afternoon
5:00 p.m. June 7, 2009

109th Season, 157th program

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

Soprano
Ayaka Aoki
Kaitlyn M Egbert
Mary C Evans
Mariah A Finkel
Amy C Hackenschmidt
Megumi Hariyama
Katherine D King
Katrina Koch
Dominique D Latimer
Amanda K Neff
Ebony R Null
Ebony R Oldham
Kimberly A Robinson
Yasha Stubbs
Lucia Schwarz
Ayu Tomaru
Rebecca P Wainess
Joy H Welker
Carla M Williams
Kelsey M Wood

Alto
Sarah E Allen
Julia M Brown
Danielle Butera
Krystal M Catchpole
Yu-Ju Chien
Kelsey A Connell
Melissa M Dollar
Mikaela A Dooley
Cyd T Dutcher

Tenor
Brenton Agena
Giovanni B Battles
Loren J Benson
Richard A Bowen
Scott D Cornthwaite
Ryan S Dangaran
Cole A Flora
Cory W Gabriel
Neil Ghosh
Joshua Harman
Alexander M Hendricks-Clark
Ryu R Hokazono
Jacob J Jacobson
Sean T Jacobson
Walter J Kelly
Evan R Kruegel
Kyle C Macadam
Ian R Maurer
Michael I Moresi
(David) Cuong V Nguyen

GOSPEL SINGERS PERSONNEL

Soprano
Caitlin J Easter
Rebecca D Egli
Mary Evans
Leah M Fifer
Darcy D Gadach
Jacqueline A Hamm
Nichelle E Hernandez
Kelsey L Hough
Bethany M Hurley
Pin-Chun Lin
Mary-Anne T Marx
Brittany A McGinnis
Rebecca J McKinley
Carla McNelly
Abigail G Messenger
Tarri L Metcalf
Hailey S Miller
Carrie L Nicholson
Kristen D Nielson
Alana D Payne
Mallory A Pennington
Paige L Ridinger
Valerie B Riffe
Makeenna E Rubin
Rebecca J Sedlak
Holly D Singledecker
Rebecca L Stiehl
Yvonne Stubs
Signe Tronson
Andrea L Valderrama
Mary L Weirich

Alto
Keri Bellotti
Julia Brown
Danielle Butera
Leah Fifer
Claudia Hirt
Rebecca McKinley
Oluchi Onyima
Paige Ridinger
Seli Thomas

Tenor
Myeshia Mae Love
Cleveland
Neil Ghosh
Evan Kruegel
Morgan Tabizon
Jameson Tabor
Neil Thurston

Tomas Webster, saxophone
Eric Johnson, tenor saxophone
Doug Deitrick, trumpet
Gerry Rempel, electric guitar
Jeremy Gibons, bass guitar
Zach Poelwijk, keyboards
Chris Stubbs, keyboards
Jeff Ferguson, percussion
Tourrezz Washington, drums
Zack Poelwijk, band leader
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GOSPEL CHOIR

We Made It  Hezikiah Walker
Nichelle Hernandez, soloist

We Fall Down  Donnie McClurkin

Hail Jesus  Donnie McClurkin
Akira Watanabe & Solteria Moli, soloists

I Will Celebrate  Freddy-O
Alana Payne, soloist

SOLO PROJECT: Stephanie Oakes & Yasha Stubbs

SPECIAL GUEST: Inspirational Sounds

SOLO PROJECT: Seli Thomas & CREW

GOSPEL ENSEMBLE

Victory  Tye Tribbett

Riverside  Kirk Franklin
Neil Ghosh & Amy Hackenschmidt, soloists

I’ll Trust You Lord  Donnie McClurkin
Yasha Stubbs, soloist

Hallelujah  The Clark Sisters

INTERMISSION

GOSPEL SINGERS

Glorious  Martha Munizzi
Seli Thomas, soloist

He Is  Deandre Cole
arr. Andiel Brown
Danielle Butera, soloist

Bless Me  Donald Lawrence
Neil Thurston, soloist

Blessed And Highly Favored  The Clark Sisters
Jordan Johnson, soloist

Hosana  Kirk Franklin

SOLO PROJECT: Rebecca McKinley

SPECIAL GUEST: JUDAH!

UO MASS CHOIR

Medley  Kirk Franklin
Amy Hackenschmidt, Leah Fifer,
Morgan Tabizon, & Sean Jacobson, soloists

* * *

GOSPEL CHOIR PERSONNEL

Soprano  Yui Hiramatsu
Sarah J Brosy
Nicole C Clark
Teryll A Evans
Akane Mori
Hitomi Saito
Charlotte Smith

Alto  Yui Hiramatsu
Maryn E Abbate
Christine A Bourke
Chia-Wen Chen
Kate Cowssill
Amanda B Cox
Megan E Dulin
Caroline C Ellis
Yilin Feng
Tara V Harvey
Michelle E Hernandez

Tenor  Nai-Cheng Cheng
Aaron K Cheung

Baritone  Jonathan C Platt

Bass  J. Casper Seawell

Choral Director  Kirk Franklin